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This invention relates to a new apparatus for 
examining the fastness properties, particularly 
fastness ‘to washing and milling, of dyeings on 
textile material or yarn, under wet conditions. 
The usual method of examining such fastness 

properties has been, up to the present, as follows: 
The dyed samples of material or yarn, after 

soaking in a test-solution, are rubbed between 
both hands of the operator employing a certain 
prescribed number of hand-movements. The de 
gree of discoloration or bleeding of the sample is 
then estimated by observation. Experience has 
shown that this method is not absolutely reliable, 
since there is no guarantee that it is always car 
ried out under identical conditions, especially 
when several operators are making such tests. 
Thus, one person may employ a slightly greater 
pressure than another when rubbing the sample 
material, so that di?erent results are given by 
two samples dyed with the same dyestuff. For a 
long time it has been clear that such tests are 
much more reliable when carried out purely 
mechanically and such equipment is already 
known but has been applied only to a limited ex; 
tent because of dif?culties in use and mainte 
nance. ‘ 

The apparatus of the present invention not only 
gives absolutely reliable and repeatable results, 
but is simple in construction and operation. Fur 
thermore, ‘the possibility of coupling together 
many individual elements enables a very high 
capacity to be attained. 1 
A novel feature of the equipment is that sepa 

rate holders for test solutions are ?tted into a 
bath, which may be held at any desired tempera 
ture. The base of each holder consists of corru 
gated or ribbed friction-surfaces, e. g., slantingly 
arranged. Another rubbing-surface, which is 
mechanically driven backwards and forwards, 
works in conjunction with each such holder upon 
the base of which it exerts a regulable pressure 
during its motion to and fro. Thus, a test-sample 
of dyed material or yarn situated between the 
two friction-surfaces can be submitted to a rub 
bing-process while immersed in the test-solution, 
e. g., soap solution. 
‘The accompanying drawing shows an example 

of an apparatus incorporating the principles of 
the invention. 

Fig. 1 represents a section through the test 
apparatus' and Fig. 2 gives a perspective view, in 
which various details have been omitted for 
greater clarity and which has been broken o? 
lengthwise. 
The apparatus as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 con 

sists of a heating bath in the form of an‘elon 
gated bath, a, open at the top, in which smaller 
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test-solution holders, 1), are inserted beside one 
another. Each of these holders 2), has an inclined 
base, 70, consisting of corrugated sheet metal 
forming a friction surface. The holders, 12, con 
tain the test-solutions, such as, e. g., soap solu 
tion, which can be held at a ?xed temperature, 
when necessary, for example, by electrical heating 
of the bath (water-bath). By the side of the 
bath, a, is a crank mechanism ?tted in the end 
supports, it, comprising a driving-shaft, e, as 
well as an actuating shaft, 5/, which ?ts into a 
sloping guide-slot, J‘, in the end suppprts, d. At 

~ each end of the shaft, e, projecting through the 
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support, it, is ?tted a driving-wheel, h, furnished 
on the inner side with an eccentric, circular 
groove, hl. The ends of the actuating shaft, 9, 
projecting through the guide-slot, f, ?t into the 
circular groove, hl. Thus, when the electric 
motor, shown with dotted lines in Fig. l, is started 
it sets the driving wheels, h, in motion, so that 
the ends of the actuating shaft, 9, move back 
wards and forwards in the guide-slot, f. A scrub 
ber-like rubbing component, It, is provided to work 
in conjunction with the corrugated bottom, 0, 
of each container. At its free end it is ?tted 
with a friction-shoe, i, and at the other end it 
is connected to the actuating shaft, g, through 
a coupling, m, which can move freely on the shaft. 
To the coupling, m, is fixed a loading-lever, n, 
which carries a sliding weight, 111. The loading 
lever is made to bear on the arm, k, by means of 
the small limb, n2, as shown in the drawing. 
As can be seen, the loading-lever, when in this 
position, causes the friction~shoe, i, to press 
against the bottom of the holder, 0. To take the 
load off the friction shoe, 2', it is merely necessary 
to rotate the loading-lever, n, backwards until 
it rests on the shaft, e. Each holder, 12, is also 
equipped with a spring holder, 0, by means of 
which the sample of material under test, s, can 
be held against the sloping holder-bottom, as can 
be‘ seen in Fig. l. A shaft, p, runs longitudinally 
along the lower part of the bath, a. It is driven 
from one of the pulley-wheels, hand carries 
paddles, phat regular intervals, so that the liquid ’ 
in the heating-bath may be kept stirred; Im 
mediately above the bottom of the bath, a, and ' 
running lengthwise along it are electrical heating 
elements, q, serving to heat the liquid in a, 
(usually water). The temperature can be regu~ 
lated by means of an adjustable thermostat r, 
contained in the heating circuit. The whole ap 
,paratus may advantageously be made of non 
corroding material, e. g., of sheet chrome steel. 
Using the test-apparatus described above it is 

possible to test simultaneously as many samples 
of materials as there are holders, b, available, all 
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under exactly the same test-conditions. For ex 
ample, a dyed skein is plaited together with one of 
white wool and one of white cotton in the usual 
manner and secured on the rubbing surface of 
the friction shoe, 2', or a piece of dyed cloth is laid 
between a piece of white cotton and one of white 
woollen cloth, the ends sewn together and the 
whole ?xed in the holder, 0, not so that it is 
tightly stretched, but so that it lies rather loosely 
on the holder-bottom, c. The to and fro move 
ment of the friction-shoe, i, then brings about a 
reciprocal rubbing and kneading of the three 
cloths exactly corresponding to the effect obtained 
in hand-washing, 
In addition to testing the fastness to washing, 

' it is also possible to determine fastness to milling 
with the apparatus. For the latter test it “is merely 
necessary to increase the weight, n1, or to ?x it 
further forward on the loading lever, 'n, and to 
maintain the temperature of the test-solution 
higher than when testing the fastness to wash 
mg. After the cloths have been removed from 
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the apparatus the extent of discoloration, if any, .5 
is determined by visual observation. 
What I claim is: ' 
1. Apparatus for examining the fastness prop 

erties of dyeings on textiles under wet conditions, 
comprising a bath adapted to contain a heatable 
liquid, at least one test-solution holder ?tted into 
said bath and adapted to be immersed in said 
liouid, the bottom of each holder being provided 
with a stationary inclined internal friction sur 
face, a member in each holder provided with a 
friction surface in reciprocable movable contact 
under regulable pressure with said first-named 
friction surface, a pressure applicator on said 
member for applying said pressure thereto. and 
actuating means for reciprocating said recipro 
cable member comprising an actuating shaft, a 
slotted support through the slot of which said 
actuating shaft extends, said slot being inclined 
in a direction substantially parallel to said in 
clined friction surface, a coupling interconnect- ' 
ing said actuating shaft and reciprocable mem 
ber, a crank mechanism for reciprocating said ac 
tuating shaft, and means for securing between 
said friction surfaces a dyed sample to be tested, 
whereby said dyed textile sample thus situated 
between the stationary and movable friction sur 
faces and immersed in the test-solution can be 
submitted to a process of rubbing between such 
surfaces and under the said regulable pressure. 

2. Apparatus for examining the fastness prop 
erties of dyeings on textiles under wet conditions, 
comprising a bath adapted to contain a heatable 
liquid, at least one test-solution holder ?tted into 
said bath and adapted to be immersed in said 
liquid, the bottom of each holder being provided 
with a stationary internal friction surface, a 
member in each holder provided with a friction 
surface in reciprocable movable contact under 
regulable pressure with said ?rst-named friction 
surface for applying said pressure thereto, said 
member comprising a pivotally mounted lever 
and a weight slidably mounted on said lever, and 
means for securing between said friction surfaces 
a dyed textile sample to be tested, whereby said 
dyed textile sample thus situated between the sta 
tionary and movable friction surfaces and im 
mersed in the test-solution can be submitted to a 
process of rubbing between such surfaces and un 
der the said regulable pressure. 

3. Apparatus for examining the fastness prop-_ 
erties of dyeings on textiles under wet conditions, 
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4 
comprising a bath adapted to contain a heatable 
liquid, at least one test-solution holder ?tted into 
said bath and adapted to be immersed in said 
liquid, the ‘bottom of each ‘holder being provided 
with a stationary inclined internal friction sur 
face, a member in each holder provided with a 
friction surface in 'reciprocable movable contact 
under regulable pressure with said ?rst-named 
friction surface, a pressure applicator on said 
member for applying said pressure thereto, said 
applicator comprising a lever pivotably connected 
to said member and a weight slidably mounted on 
said lever, and actuating means for reciprocat 
ing said reciprocable member comprising an ac 
tuating shaft, a slotted support through the slot 
of which said actuating shaft extends, said slot 
beinginclined in a direction substantially parallel 
to said inclined friction surface, a coupling in 
terconnecting said actuating shaft and recipro 
cable member, and a crank mechanism for re 
ciprocating said actuating shaft, whereby a dyed 
textile sample situated between the stationary and 
movable friction surfaces and immersed in the 
test-solution can be submitted to a process of 
rubbing between such surfaces and under the said 
regulable pressure. 

4. Apparatus for examining the fastness prop 
erties of dyeings on textiles under wet conditions, 
comprising a bath adapted to contain a heatable 
liquid, at least one test-solution holder ?tted into 
said bath and adapted to be immersed in said 
liquid, the bottom of each holder being provided 
with a stationary internal friction surface, means 
for securing to said surface a dyed textile sample 
to be tested, a member in each holder provided 
with a friction surface in reciprocable movable 
contact under regulable pressure with the dyed 
textile sample secured to said ?rst-named fric~ 
tion surface, and a pressure applicator on said 
member for applying said pressure thereto, where 
by the dyed textile sample situated between the 
stationary and movable friction surfaces and im 
mersed in the test-solution can be submitted to a 
process of rubbing between such surfaces and un 
vder the said regulable pressure. 

5. Apparatus for examining the fastness prop 
erties of dyeings on textiles under wet conditions, 
comprising a bath adapted to contain a heatable 
liquid, at least one test-solution holder ?tted into 
said bath and adapted to be immersed in said 
liquid, the bottom of each holder being provided 
with a stationary internal friction surface, a 
spring holder for securing to said surface a dyed 
textile sample to be tested, a member in each 
holder provided with a friction surface in recipro 
cable movable contact under regulable pressure 
with the dyed textile sample secured to said first 
named friction surface, and a pressure applica 
tor on said member for applying said pressure 
thereto, whereby the dyed textile sample situated 
between the stationary and movable friction sur 
faces and immersed in the test-solution can be 
submitted to a process of rubbing between such 
surfaces and under the said regulable pressure. 
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